
It took a week of fishing in Argentine Patagonia 
for one thing to become clear: I had no idea what I 
was doing.

On top of being semi-clueless about the fishing it-
self, every other facet of traveling abroad also had me 
stumped. It took me two days to figure out our stick shift 
rental car; I had some admittedly misplaced confidence 
in myself after a handful of teenage practice sessions in a 
‘72 Ford dump truck (really) with my dad, but stalled six 
times in the rental parking lot. Add in the fact that the 
only Spanish I knew was meat, cheese, hello and sorry—
and that I didn’t understand the metric system—and you 
had a recipe for one seriously clueless tourist. 

Beyond driving and attempting to communicate 
with the grocery store checkout lady, there was also 
the fishing. My travel/fishing partner Allison (con-
versational in Spanish=MVP of the trip) and I made 
it a habit to talk with random passersby on the off 
chance that they might know something about nearby 
rivers. We weren’t outwardly rude about it, but these 
exchanges would hardly make it past hello, how-are-you 
before one of us would change the subject to fishing.

“Oh yeah, beautiful day, yeah, so…do you know 
anything about public access on the Rio (insert legend-
ary Patagonian trout river)?”

This was met, surprisingly, with some genuinely 
helpful beta for local water: one guy on the street told 
us that his waiter at dinner the night before had another 
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customer who had caught a brown the size of his leg at 
sunset near the mouth of Rio Limay. That was three 
degrees of separation closer to a brown trout than we’d 
been so far on the trip, so we went with it and made 
our way to the mouth of the Limay that evening. We 
hopped in the water in a wide gap between two anglers 
with spey rods before one of them clued us in: “there 
is only one rule here,” he said in broken but polite-
ish English, “you have to wait in line.” With that, he 
pointed to a collection of folks loitering a couple hun-
dred yards downstream whom we’d not seen in our 
rush to the water.

Silly gringas.
We waited in a literal line before casting into no-

toriously strong Patagonian winds where the Limay 
meets Nahuel Huapi Lake near Bariloche. We worked 
our way up from the mouth as the sun set, the equally 
unsuccessful anglers ahead of us resolving one by one to 
give it up and head home. 

Unpracticed in casting in such harsh wind, I caught 
a streamer to the knuckle and another to the hood of 
my jacket before calling it a night, leaving without so 
much as a bump from a brown trout the size of my leg 
or your leg or anyone else’s leg.

Disappointed, we walked back to the rental car—
the one with the rim we’d busted on a two track and the 
clutch we’d surely destroyed—deciding that, the next 
day, we’d try a f ly shop.   


